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METHODS USED TO ESTABLISH TRUST-
WORTHINESS. Researchers rely on several meth-
ods, alone or in combination, to ensure trustworthi-
ness. We relied on methods described by Merriam 
and Tisdell (2015). Our study incorporated the use 
of triangulation—using multiple investigators, data 
sources, or data collection methods to confirm find-
ings. Our data sources included video recordings of 
our participants that assisted greatly in interpretation 
of the verbal data; the written transcripts, which two 
authors coded independently; and the participant 
products, scored by the third author. Triangulation 
between these sources and collaborators provided 
opportunities to corroborate findings and resolve in-
consistencies. Additionally, the coding comparison of 
the three transcripts serves (Kappa coefficient = 0.89) 
as a measure of trustworthiness.

Another method for establishing trustworthiness 
is sustaining a prolonged engagement with data col-
lection. Adequate time collecting data are necessary 
such that the data becomes saturated and continued 
data collection produces no new information or in-
sight. The first author collected the entire set of verbal 
data (10 participants) over the course of a year, and 
this included data collection from six students, two 
university professors, a National Weather Service 

forecaster, and a U.S. Navy aerographer’s mate. At 
this point, we observed repeated patterns in the data 
and reached consensus regarding data saturation.

Our final method for establishing trustworthi-
ness regards using thick descriptions. Here, detailed 
descriptions about setting, participants, and the 
products of the research contextualize a study so that 
readers can determine how well their situation aligns 
with the research context. For this reason, detailed in-
formation about our participants, their university, and 
a thick description of their verbal data are included.

SERIES OF METEOROLOGICAL TASKS. 
The series of meteorological tasks are shown in 
Figs. ES1–ES5 and Table ES1.
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Fig. ES1. Mark a center of low pressure with an “L.” Draw a warm front as-
sociated with this low in red and a cold front associated with this low in blue.

Fig. ES2. Mark the location of all trough axes with dashed lines and all ridge 
axes with zigzagged lines. Shade areas of warm air advection in red and cold 
air advection in blue.
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Fig. ES3. Mark the location of all trough axes with dashed lines and all ridge 
axes with zigzagged lines. Shade areas of positive (cyclonic) vorticity advec-
tion in red and negative (anticyclonic) vorticity advection in blue.

Fig. ES4. Mark the location of all trough axes with dashed lines and all ridge 
axes with zigzagged lines. Shade areas of divergence in red and convergence 
in blue.
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Fig. ES5. Based on the information in the preceding images, predict the 
location of the surface low 12 h from the time of the images and indicate its 
location on the map with an “L.”
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Table ES1. Coding scheme and examples of text units assigned to each code. We coded standardized units of 
text (Campbell et al. 2013) and coded only units of text that were relevant to the coding scheme. Each unit 
of text was assigned to only one code. Because the a priori codes include several possible factors, some have 
no examples from the transcripts of the three participants in this study. We felt that it was important to 
include them, however, to identify patterns that these participants did not “see.” After establishing both sets 
of coding schemes, the first two authors coded the three transcripts using qualitative analysis software (QSR 
International’s NVivo 11 Software). We compared coding to determine a level of inter-rater reliability; this 
yielded an average Kappa coefficient of 0.89 across all coded text, which is indicative of excellent agreement.

Code Example

Emergent codes

1. Broad identification of features in  
relation to troughs and ridges

Convergence is usually found on the left side of these trough lines.

2. Broad identification of features in  
relation to warm or cold fronts

I’m going to go ahead and put cold air advection along this area of this cold 
front.

3. Explicit expressions indicating difficulty  
resolving patterns or items on the maps

There’s a lot of clutter on the surface maps.

A priori codes

Surface map

1. Pressure You have 1,000.7 mb right here at this station plot, which appears to be about 
the lowest pressure that I can see.

2. Pressure falls But you have your greatest pressure falls north.

3. Wind direction Shift in winds here at the Illinois border

4. Wind speed No example

5. Temperature Looking at temperature plots, we have 48 and 59 within a small gradient

6. Cloud cover No example

7. Present weather No example

8. Dewpoint Where the dewpoint begins to drop

850-hPa map

1. Short wave No example

2. Height contours (independently) No example

3. Isotherms Especially down here, temperature gradients are very, very tight

4. Wind speed That would be the main area of highest winds

5. Wind direction There’s northerly flow coming down from Canada, so it’s going to bring some 
cold air advection.

6. Angle of intersection Height lines are parallel (to isotherms) so you do not have any advection until 
we get up here where they start crossing again.

7. Temperature (independently) No example

500-hPa map

Short wave A little bit of a short wave right here

Shear No example

Curvature You have vorticity at the trough…um, that would be positive vorticity advection

300-hPa map

Diffluence/confluence No example

Speed divergence/convergence That wind is going to start to slow down so we’re going to have that upper-level 
convergence

Wind speed I’m going to look at wind speeds at 300 mb. So we have about 75 or 70 kt or so.

Jet streak So, you have your jet streak through here

Short wave I have a short wave over here


